
 

MINUTES OF THE HIGHWAYS MEETING HELD ON 17 APRIL 2013 
 
Present:      Cllrs  M.J. Bayley (Chairman), D. Baker, Mrs . K. Dicker,  B. Lock, M.A. Morley,  

        C.Pointon-Taylor,  

Apologies:  Cllr  D. Dixon, A. Hardie  

Clerk:        M.S.Green 

 
 

Liaison meeting with Claire Quilley, 13 Mar 13 
The record of the meeting with the Clerk arrived, very belatedly, yesterday and has been circulated.    

However, very little action has been taken and our new LAT reports that she is overwhelmed by daily 

tasks and has almost no time to deal with other parish needs.   This is confirmed by the long list of an 

LAT’s tasks recently sent to us.  It was agreed that we should write to Cllr Schofield and Si Khan seeking 

a better balance for Parish Council tasks with a diversion of funds to pay for more LATs. 

 

Taking over some County Highway services 

We have been told that there are no funds to allow devolved services, but since Highways is already 

supposed to be doing the tasks a transfer of funds should be cost neutral.  It was clear from a recent 

discussion at the Clerks/Officers meeting that there is considerable interest amongst parishes in taking on 

tasks and the subject is to be properly debated at the next meeting.   It would relieve LATs and enable us 

to get things done.   It is localism in action and we should write to Cllr Schofield and Si Khan. 

 

Priority roads for surfacing -   The published list has only one road for each County Councillor and ours 

is Witheridge Lane from Saucy Corner to Pauls Hill. 

 

Beaconsfield parking restrictions – We are awaiting a briefing from Beaconsfield Town Council before 

writing to Peter Hardie and David Schofield about the unconsulted knock-on effect on Knotty Green 

roads. 

 

e-petition for Church Road pavement  -  We await a decision on our bid for LAF funding for a flashing 

sign (£3,500) and removal of a bus stop (£500). 

 
Potters Cross fingerpost - Highways have at last obtained the insurance company’s acceptance of 

liability and Claire Quilley has asked for details of our quote.   Cllr Morley will send it to her. 

 

Local Area Forum funding - 

2012/13 – the funds have been received (Forty Green Access, £5,000; MVAS £2,150). 

2013/14  - Recommendations on our bids [Church Road pavement (£5,000), KG Play equipment 

(£10,000), school sign (£3,500) and bus stop (£500)] will be circulated by e-mail in about 3 weeks.. 

 

FP 49 Knotty Green – a 70 yd stretch off Eghams Wood Road has been resurfaced by Manor Estates at a 

cost of £793, half of which is being paid for by Rights of Way. 

 
Penn Street verge near Curzon School – Logs have been placed to safeguard the verge against parking 

and the verge has been repaired. 

 

Church Road, Tylers Green  -  A response from Si Khan is awaited. 

 

Hazlemere Road street lights – the new lights have been fitted although it is not yet clear if they are 

being dimmed at 10pm.  The corner lamppost at Burrows Close can be turned off since it is underneath 

one of the new street lights. 

 



Litter & street sweeping – There is now a new contract, also with Serco, which requires a regular litter 

clearance of all roads as well as a regular sweep, even on narrow lanes.  Gary Honour (07753 879711) 

Is the responsible CDC officer.  

 

Forty Green Access 
The upper path is now finished and paid for.  Cllr Mrs Dicker volunteered to put in grass seed and bulbs 

and this was welcomed. 

The dropped kerb - It was agreed that, although regrettable that granite setts were not specified for the 

dropped kerb, the concrete kerb would soon weather-in and it was not worth paying another £800.   

Road closure - It was agreed to apply immediately for road closure with the aim of painting the 

thermoplastic footway in the summer holidays.    This will cost some £3,140 on top of the £10,000 for the 

upper path.  We should check if the charge is reduced by other road closure applications made at the same 

time.                                                            

Salt bin  - It was agreed that we should ask for this to be moved down  from Red House Close to near the 

dropped kerb of the upper path. 

 
Mobile Vehicle Activated Sign -  The sign is now in action although with technical teething problems to 

be resolved.   It produces useful data and now has a dedicated computer .   It was agreed in principle to 

get Tom Barron to move and install the rather heavy sign using the height of the back of his lorry.  Cllr 

Lock will make recommendations on movement and costs at the May Council meeting.  Warm thanks 

were offered for his good work thus far. 

 
Yellow stripes on Church Road – The Clerk has recently both written to our LAT and spoken directly to 

the team who paint the roads, requesting that the yellow stripes are not repainted. 

 

Visibility at W/Hill crossroads by the Memorial Hall garden – It was suggested that keeping a low 

hedge was preferable to removing it altogether. 

 

Fingerpost by Little Hertfordshire House – needs replacing..  We will pay the extra cost of a traditional 

design. 

White yield lines need repainting – Cllr Bayley will report those at W/Hill crossroads and at the 

Marrods Bottom/Penn Bottom junction. 

 
Gatemoor Lane road sign  - at the Parsonage Farm turning is out of the ground 

 

Holtspur Lane – There is a new and confusingly placed Ridings Lane road sign.  There are two Holtspur 

Lane road signs at the bridge end. 

 

Date of next meeting – Wednesday 12 June 2013 

 

 


